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What is DiSC?
The key to success for any
organisation is its people.
Therefore, the key to a ‘high
performing’ organisation is the
EFFECTIVENESS of its people
working together to achieve a
clear common goal.
In other words, people working
together towards creating an
effective team.
Central to an effective team is its
communication, or put
more simply; the way it works to
achieve clear goals.

DiSC helps us to understand our
own communication and
behavioural preferences and how
that impacts others.
DiSC is a tool measuring
behaviours typical of a person in a
work setting. There are no right
and wrong profiles, or any that are
better than others or more suited
to leadership.
It does not restrict or tell you what
you can’t do.
In the simplest terms, Disc will
help to clarify: Who am I? Who are
you? How can we work together?

THE KEY TO A 'HIGH PERFORMING'
ORGANISATION IS THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF ITS PEOPLE WORKING TOGETHER
TO ACHIEVE A CLEAR COMMON GOAL
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How can it help me?
By understanding your own
communication preferences
and behaviours you can be
more accepting of
other different styles. This leads
to the next step of being able
to communicate with others
more effectively if you can
recognise their preferences
and speak to them in their
language. Greater team
acceptance of diversity,
leveraging from different
strengths and less judgment,
are all outcomes that
frequently occur once a team
has been through a DiSC Team
workshop.

How can it help my
team at work?
We often assume that any
group of individuals can
become an effective team.
However, one big reason a
team fails is that we often
ignore communication
differences and needs.
If, when you create a team, you
use knowledge of the four
behavioral styles as defined by
DISC (Dominance, Influence,
Conscientiousness, and
Steadiness), you improve its
chances for success.
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Here are a few
adjectives that describe
each personality type:
Dominance: Decisive,
adventurous, direct, risk-taker,
assertive, self-reliant.

Influence: Optimistic,
persuasive, emotional,
charming, sociable, impulsive.
Steadiness: Consistent,
cooperative, deliberate, patient,
loyal, composed.
Conscientiousness: Accurate,
analytical, detailed, risk
sensitive, systematic, precise.

DISC HELPS US TO
UNDERSTAND OUR
OWN COMMUNICATION
AND BEHAVIOURAL
PREFERENCES AND
HOW THAT IMPACTS
OTHERS.
High Ds - want others to be
direct, straightforward and
understand their need for
results.
Be sure to:
Make communication brief and to
the point
Respect their need for autonomy
Be clear about rules and
expectations
Let them initiate
Show your competence
Stick to the topic
Show independence
Eliminate time-wasters
Be prepared for:
Blunt, demanding approaches
An apparent lack of empathy
Little need for social interaction
Direct and forceful energy

Famous DiSC
characters...Homer Simpson is
clearly an 'I'

BE PREPARED & BE BRIEF
High Is - want others to be
friendly, emotionally honest, and
like to be recognised for their
creative contributions.
Be sure to:
Approach them informally
Be relaxed and sociable
Let them verbalise thoughts and
feelings
Keep the conversation light
Provide written details
Recognition for individual
accomplishments can be private or
public
Use humour

Add a
subheading
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Be prepared for:
Attempts to persuade or influence
others
Can be comfortable in the limelight
A tendency to overestimate self and
others
Can be over-optimistic with idea
implementation
Vulnerability to perceived rejection

LET THEM TALK THEMSELVES
TO CLARITY

High Ss - want others to be
relaxed, agreeable, cooperative
and appreciative.
Be sure to:
Be systematic in your approach
Provide a consistent and secure
environment
Let them know how things will be
done
Use sincere appreciation
Show you value their contribution to
the organisation
Let them adapt slowly to change
Be prepared for:
Friendliness to colleagues and
supervisors
Potential resistance to change
Can have difficulty with deadlines
Often avoids conflict and saying no

PROVIDE ASSURANCES
CHECK-IN OFTEN

BY UNDERSTANDING
YOUR OWN
COMMUNICATION
PREFERENCES AND
BEHAVIOURS YOU CAN
BE MORE ACCEPTING
OF OTHER DIFFERENT
STYLES.

The lowercase “i” in DiSC® is an
Everything DiSC® and Wiley
trademark. Legend has it that it
was originally a printing error,
although some in the know
have said it was done on
purpose very early on to put a
particular “I” style person in
their place.
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DISC IS AN
EXPLANATION FOR
YOUR BEHAVIOUR,
NOT AN EXCUSE

High Cs - value accuracy and
detail, prefer to minimise
socialising.
Be sure to:
Provide clear expectations and
deadlines
Show you appreciate their
dependability and loyalty
Provide facts and logic rather than
emotion
Allow precedent to be a guide
Be precise and focused
Value high standards
Be prepared for:
Discomfort with ambiguity
Resistance to vague or general
information
Desire to double-check
Little need for affiliation with others

GIVE THEM TIME & DETAILS

Whilst Darth Vader is
definitely a 'D'

Add a
subheadi
ng
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HOW CAN I GET A
DISC PROFILE?
As an accredited DiSC practitioner, I will organise the profiles and tailor a
workshop consistent with specific cultural and company values.
I can come to you with a personalised, proven bespoke DiSC team workshop
that will improve you and your team communicating and working together.
Two week’s notice depending on both parties availability is the normal time
frame. Cost depends on the number of team members and venue location.

Self assessment focusing on how you behave and relate to others

Developed based on Dr. William Marston's research in the 1920s

Based on four distinct types of human behaviour with varying intensity

There are no right or wrong answers

Been used extensively in leadership and team development

Strong reliability and validity measures
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